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after sending response in php Below is my code and i
want to know why after calling header() the page is
empty. I have a problem with this, i also tried the

following code but same result, i am using XAMPP and
php 5. header('Location:loggedin.php'); print "Logged in";

exit(); A: I'm guessing that you don't have any content
following the header function call. You aren't doing

anything with the data that's sent so there's nothing for
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the browser to show. A: Check the error log: error_log(
"PrintDebug: response:".print_r($_GET,1) ); ProtoXML

ProtoXML is a W3C-approved specification for serializing
and deserializing XML documents, including some

functions for serializing and deserializing documents that
employ XPath or XQuery. It is one of a family of XML

technologies known collectively as XML Resource Binding
(XBRL). History The previous work on serializing XML

documents as a part of the
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Hello guys, We are here to provide free download links
for printer drivers HP Color LaserJet.The third option can

easily be selected by selecting USB Port 2 in Step 6.
device manager will reveal different drivers like: "IntelÂ®

82801JI (ICH9 Family) Lan Controller. Hp Color
Laserjet.The present invention generally relates to

electronic circuits, and more specifically to a circuit that
is driven at a higher voltage. Electronic circuits that are
powered by a single voltage are not constrained by the
actual voltage that is used. Instead, these circuits have
their operating limitations set by the fact that the circuit

can be damaged by exceeding a maximum operating
current. For example, the maximum operating current of

a particular type of integrated circuit is set by the
expected worst case operating conditions, such as the
temperature at which it will be operated. As another
example, a power supply with a high voltage output

usually has a small output current capacity. In electronic
circuits that are powered by two voltages, the maximum
current flowing through a component is set by the lower
voltage. This is because the component (capacitor, for
example) typically becomes damaged when its drain
voltage is higher than its maximum rated voltage. For
example, a digital circuit with a 2.5 Volt digital supply
may use a 5 Volt power supply for its logic circuit. This
allows the digital circuit to operate with 2.5 Volt power,
and the logic circuit to operate with 5 Volt power. When
more voltage is required for a particular application, the
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digital supply voltage is increased to 10 Volt or higher,
and a power supply with a 5 Volt output voltage is

connected to the logic circuit. To a digital component,
the increased voltage causes it to operate at a higher
drain current than it is rated for, and can destroy it.

When powering electronic circuits using two voltages, it
is often advantageous to use the second voltage for

components that require less voltage to operate than the
second voltage. However, to power the first components
using the second voltage, a voltage converting circuit, or

step-up circuit, is needed. The addition of the step-up
circuit increases the power consumption of the electronic

circuit and reduces the efficiency of the power supply.
There are techniques for increasing the efficiency of

power supplies in light of the above limitations. In one
example, the power supply is set to a higher-than-
needed voltage for most of its operation. Then, the
power supply is switched to its lower-than-needed

voltage when more current is needed for a particular
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